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Abstract (en)
[origin: CN113293586A] A portable ironing device comprising a handle and a steam discharge head connected to an upper end thereof comprising
a front end, the front end comprising a treatment surface equipped with at least one steam discharge hole, which vertically faces the garment
to be ironed when the device is held in a vertical ironing position and the handle is below the steam discharge head, the apparatus includes an
instantaneous evaporation chamber and a water reservoir that supplies water to the instantaneous evaporation chamber when the apparatus
occupies a vertical ironing position and includes a bottom including a water outlet supplied by a limited volume water supply chamber disposed
inside the water reservoir, the water supply chamber communicating with the remainder of the water reservoir through a communication passage,
the communication passage allows at least a portion of the water present in the water reservoir to be captured in the water supply chamber when
the apparatus is in the vertical ironing position, and the communication passage does not allow the water captured in the water supply chamber to
flow into the rest of the water reservoir when the apparatus is in the horizontal ironing position, where the communication passage does not allow
the water to flow into the rest of the water reservoir when the apparatus is in the horizontal ironing position. The treatment surface is disposed in a
horizontal plane and oriented downward.
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